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Abstract 

The concept of resolving set was first introduced by Slater, Harary and Melter. After that 

various resolving set has been introduced and studied for various graphs by many 

mathematicians. In this paper, investigation of various types of resolving set and its dimensions 

for identity graph of finite groups has been discussed as a theorem in detail. 

1. Introduction 

The concept of resolving sets was first introduced by Slater [6] and 

Harary and Melter [2]. Resolving sets have many applications in network 

discovery and verification, chemistry and robot navigation. Neighborhood 

number was introduced by E. Sampathkumar and then neighborhood 
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resolving sets was introduced [1] and analysed for various graphs by many 

mathematician. Outer connected resolving sets was introduced by J. 

Sivakumar, A. Wilson Baskar, R. Sundareswaran, P. Nataraj and V. 

Swaminathan [4]. Degree equitability for the graphs was introduced by E. 

Sampathkumar and then co-equitable resolving sets was introduced by J. 

Sivakumar, A. Wilson Baskar and V. Swaminathan [5]. In this paper we have 

investigated various resolving sets for the identity graphs [3] of finite groups. 

2. Preliminaries 

Definition 2.1 Identity Graph. Let g be a group. The identity graph 

 EVG ,  with vertices as the elements of group and two elements 

gyx ,  are adjacent or can be joined by an edge if ,eyx   where e is the 

identity element of g and identity element is adjacent to every other vertices 

in G. 

Definition 2.2 Resolving set. A set of vertices S in a graph G is called a 

resolving set for G if, for any two vertices vu,  there exists Sx   such that 

the distances    .,, xvdxud   The minimum cardinality of a resolving set of 

G is called the dimension of G and is denoted  .dim G  

Definition 2.3 Outer connected resolving set. Let  EVG ,  be a 

connected graph. A subset  GVS   is an outer connected resolving set if S 

is a resolving set of G and SV   is connected. The minimum cardinality of 

an outer connected resolving set (ocr-set) is called outer connected resolving 

number of G and is denoted by  .dim Goc  

Definition 2.4 Co-equitable resolving set. Let  EVG ,  be a simple 

graph. A subset S of  GV  is called co-equitable resolving set of G if S is a 

resolving set and SV   is a degree equitable (i.e. for SVvu ,  

    .1degdeg  vu  The minimum cardinality of a co-equitable resolving 

set of G is called the co-equitable dimension of G and is denoted by 

 .coeqdim G   

Definition 2.5 Neighbourhood resolving set. Let  EVG ,  be a 

simple connected graph. A subset S of V is called a neighbourhood set of G if 
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  ,sNG Ss   where  vN  denotes the closed neighbourhood of the vertex v 

in G. Further for each ordered subset  ksssS ,,, 21   of V and a vertex 

,Vu   we associate a vector         ksudsudsudSu ,,,,,, 21   with 

respect to S, where  vud ,  denote the distance between u and v in G. A 

subset S is said to be resolving set of G if    SvSu   for all 

., SVvu   A neighbouring set of G which is also a resolving set for G is 

called a neighbourhood resolving set (nr-set). 

3. Co-equitable Dimension of Some Identity Graph of Finite Group 

Theorem 3.1. The identity graph  nnZ ,  for 3n  odd number has 

 Gcoeqdim  as .
2

1n
 

Proof. Let graph  nnZG  ,  for 3n  odd number. 

The vertex set of G is      ,,,,,1,,2,1,0

2

1210  nxxxxnGV   

.,, 1

2

1  nn xx   

The edge set of G is    ,,,,,

2

1

2

122110  nnnni xxxxxxxxGE   

.11  ni  

    .
2

33
,




n
GEnGV  

Let  .GVS   If 1S  i.e. subset S can take any one of the vertex 

.10,  nixi  If this subset is consider each vertex has no distinct codes. 

Therefore S is not a resolving set. 

If 2S  i.e. subset S can take any of the vertex   jixx ji ,,  

.1,0  nji  If this subset is consider each vertex has no distinct codes. 

Therefore S is not a resolving set. 

Continuing like this if .
2

1


n
S  The subset S is considered in such a 
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way choose the vertex 0x  and 
2

1n
 odd vertices like  .,, 31 xx  Consider 

these vertices as one set. Clearly each vertex receives distinct codes i.e. 

distance between the vertex ix  to the set S is distinct. Therefore set S is a 

resolving set. Now SV   set contains even vertices like  ,,, 642 xxx  each 

of degree 2. Therefore SV   is degree equitable i.e.      .1degdeg  ji xx  

Therefore set S is a co-equitable resolving set. Also set S is of minimum 

cardinality of co-equitable resolving set of graph G. The cardinality of S is 

called as co-equitable metric dimension of G. i.e.   .
2

1
coeqdim




n
G  

Theorem 3.2. The identity graph  nnZ ,  for 4n  even number has 

 Gcoeqdim  as .
2

n
 

Proof. Let graph  nnZG  ,  for 4n  even number. 

The vertex set of G is      ,,,,,,1,,2,1,0 2210  nxxxxnGV    

.1nx  

The edge set of G is    11,,, 210   nixxxxGE ni   

    .
2

33
,




n
GEnGV  

Let  .GVS   If 1S  i.e. subset S can take any one of the vertex 

.10,  nixi  If this subset is consider each vertex has no distinct codes. 

Therefore S is not a resolving set. 

If 2S  i.e. subset S can take any of the vertex   jixx ji ,,  

.1,0  nji  If this subset is consider each vertex has no distinct codes. 

Therefore S is not a resolving set. 

Continuing like this if .
2

n
S   The subset S is considered in such a way 

choose the vertex 0x  and 
2

2n
 odd vertices like  .,,, 231 nxxx   Consider 

these vertices as one set. Clearly each vertex receives distinct codes i.e. 

distance between the vertex ix  to the set S is distinct. Therefore set S is a 
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resolving set. Now SV   set contains even vertices like  ,,, 642 xxx  each 

of degree 2. Therefore SV   is degree equitable i.e.      .1degdeg  ji xx  

Therefore set S is a co-equitable resolving set. Also set S is of minimum 

cardinality of co-equitable resolving set of graph G. The cardinality of S is 

called as co-equitable metric dimension of G. i.e.   .
2

coeqdim
n

G   

Theorem 3.3. The identity graph of klein-4 group under composition has 

 Gcoeqdim  as 3. 

Proof. Let graph G = Identity graph of Klein-4 group  

The vertex set of G is      .,,,,,, 3210 abbaexxxxGV   

The edge set of G is    .310  ixxGE i  

Let  .GVS   If 1S  i.e. subset S can take any one of the vertex 

.10,  nixi  If this subset is consider each vertex has no distinct codes. 

Therefore S is not a resolving set. 

Continuing like this if .3S  The subset S is considered in such a way 

choose the vertex 0x  and any two vertices from  .,, 321 xxx  Consider these 

vertices as one set. Clearly each vertex receives distinct codes i.e. distance 

between the vertex ix  to the set S is distinct. Therefore set S is a resolving 

set. Now SV   set contains only one vertex like  ix  of degree 1. Therefore 

SV   is degree equitable i.e.      .1degdeg  ji xx  Therefore set S is a 

co-equitable resolving set. Also set S is of minimum cardinality of                 

co-equitable resolving set of graph G. The cardinality of S is called as           

co-equitable metric dimension of G. i.e.   .3coeqdim G  

Theorem 3.4. For the identity graph of quaternion group co-equitable 

dimension is 4.  

Proof. Let graph G = identity graph of .8Q  

The vertex set of G is    .,,,,,,, 76543210 xxxxxxxxGV    

The edge set of G is    .71:,,, 7654320  ixxxxxxxxGE i   
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Let  .GVS   If 1S  i.e. subset S can take any one of the vertex 

.10,  nixi  If this subset is consider each vertex has no distinct codes. 

Therefore S is not a resolving set. 

Continuing like this if .4S  The subset S is considered in such a way 

choose the vertex 0x  and any three odd or even numbered vertices from 

 .,,,,, 654321 xxxxxx  Consider these vertices as one set. Clearly each 

vertex receives distinct codes i.e. distance between the vertex ix  to the set S 

is distinct. Therefore set S is a resolving set. Now SV   set contains only 

remaining four vertex like either  7642 ,,, xxxx  or  7531 ,,, xxxx  of degree 

2 and  7x  of degree 1. Therefore SV   is degree equitable i.e. 

     .1degdeg  ji xx  Therefore set S is a co-equitable resolving set. Also 

set S is of minimum cardinality of co-equitable resolving set of graph G. The 

cardinality of S is called as co-equitable metric dimension of G. i.e. 

  .4coeqdim G  

Theorem 3.5. The co-equitable dimension for the identity graph of 

dihedral group nnD n 2,2   even is .
2

3n
  

Proof. Let graph G = Identity graph of nDn  is even. 

The vertex set of G is    11:,,1 2  babbabaGV n  

 132132 ,,,,,,,,,,,1  nn bbbbababababa   

 .,,,,,,,,,, 132112110  nn zzzzyyyxx   

The edge set of G is  

   ,11:,,,,,, 0

2

22110010   nixzzzzzzxyxxxGE nnnji   

11  nj  and 
2

n
j   

    .
2

45
,2




n
GEnGV  

Let  .GVS   If 1S  i.e. subset S can take any one of the vertex 
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.10,  nixi  If this subset is consider each vertex has no distinct codes. 

Therefore S is not a resolving set. 

Continuing like this if .
2

3n
S   The subset S is considered in such a 

way choose the vertex 0x  and 
2

43 n
 vertices of degree one and 

2

2n
 

vertices of degree two. Consider these vertices as one set. Clearly each vertex 

receives distinct codes i.e. distance between the vertex ix  to the set S is 

distinct. Therefore set S is a resolving set. Now SV   set contains only one 

degree 1 vertex and one two degree vertex. Therefore SV   is degree 

equitable i.e.      .1degdeg  ji xx  Therefore set S is a co-equitable 

resolving set. Also set S is of minimum cardinality of co-equitable resolving 

set of graph G. The cardinality of S is called as co-equitable metric dimension 

of G, i.e.   .
2

3
coeqdim

n
G   

Theorem 3.5. The co-equitable dimension for the identity graph of 

dihedral group 3,2 nD n  n is odd is .
2

13 n
 

Proof. Let graph G = Identity graph of nDn  is odd. 

The vertex set of G is    11:,,1 2  babbabaGV n  

 132132 ,,,,,,,,,,,1  nn bbbbababababa    

 .,,,,,,,,,, 132112110  nn zzzzyyyxx   

The edge set of G is  

   11:,,,,,,

2

1

2

122110010   nizzzzzzzxyxxxGE nnnnii   

    .
2

35
,2




n
GEnGV  

Let  .GVS   If 1S  i.e. subset S can take any one of the vertex 

.10,  nixi  If this subset is consider each vertex has no distinct codes. 

Therefore S is not a resolving set. 
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Continuing like this if .
2

3n
S   The subset S is considered in such a 

way choose the vertex 0x  and 
2

53 n
 vertices of degree one and 

2

1n
 

vertices of degree two. Consider these vertices as one set. Clearly each vertex 

receives distinct codes i.e. distance between the vertex ix  to the set S is 

distinct. Therefore set S is a resolving set. Now SV   set contains only one 

degree 1 vertex and one two degree vertex. Therefore SV   is degree 

equitable i.e.      .1degdeg  ji xx  Therefore set S is a co-equitable 

resolving set. Also set S is of minimum cardinality of co-equitable resolving 

set of graph G. The cardinality of S is called as co-equitable metric dimension 

of G, i.e.   .
2

13
coeqdim




n
G  

4. Outer Connected Dimension of Some Identity Graph of Finite 

Group 

Theorem 4.1. The outer connected dimension of identity graph  ,, nnZ   

for 3n  odd number is   .
2

1
dim




n
Goc   

Proof. Let graph  nnZG  ,  for 3n  odd number  

The vertex set of G is      ,,,,,1,,2,1,0

2

1210  nxxxxnGV   

.,, 1

2

1  nn xx   

The edge set of G is    ,,,,,

2

1

2

122110  nnnni xxxxxxxxGE    

.11  ni  

    .
2

33
,




n
GEnGV  

Let  .GVS   If 1S  i.e. subset S can take any one of the vertex 

.10,  nixi  If this subset is consider each vertex has no distinct codes. 

Therefore S is not a resolving set. 
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Continuing like this if .
2

1


n
S  The subset S is considered in such a 

way choose the 
2

1n
 odd vertices like  .,, 31 xx  Consider these vertices as 

one set. Clearly each vertex receives distinct codes i.e. distance between the 

vertex ix  to the set S is distinct. Therefore set S is a resolving set. Now 

SV   set contains even vertices like  .,,, 642 xxx  SV   is also 

connected. S is also outer connected resolving set. The minimum cardinality 

of outer connected resolving set is called as ocr-set of G,   .
2

1
dim




n
Goc  

Theorem 4.2. The outer connected dimension of identity graph  nnZ ,  

for 4n  even number is   .
2

2
dim




n
Goc  

Proof. Let graph  nnZG  ,  for 4n  even number.  

The vertex set of G is      ,,,,1,,2,1,0 210  xxxnGV   

.,, 12 nn xx   

The edge set of G is    11,,,, 22110   nixxxxxxGE nni    

    .
2

33
,




n
GEnGV  

Let  .GVS   If 1S  i.e. subset S can take any one of the vertex 

.10,  nixi  If this subset is consider each vertex has no distinct codes. 

Therefore S is not a resolving set. 

Continuing like this if .
2

2


n
S  The subset S is considered in such a 

way choose the 
2

2n
 odd vertices like  ,, 31 xx  and .nx  Consider these 

vertices as one set. Clearly each vertex receives distinct codes i.e. distance 

between the vertex ix  to the set S is distinct. Therefore set S is a resolving 

set. Now SV   set contains even vertices like  .,,, 642 xxx  SV   is 

also connected. S is also outer connected resolving set. The minimum 

cardinality of outer connected resolving set is called as ocr-set of G, 
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  .
2

2
dim




n
Goc  

Theorem 4.3. The outer connected dimension for the identity graph of 

klein-4 group under composition is 2. 

Proof. Let graph G = Identity graph of Klein-4 group 

The vertex set of G is      .,,,,,, 3210 abbaexxxxGV   

The edge set of G is    .310  ixxGE i  

Let  .GVS   If 1S  i.e. subset S can take any one of the vertex 

.10,  nixi  If this subset is consider each vertex has no distinct codes. 

Therefore S is not a resolving set. 

Continuing like this if .2S  The subset S is considered in such a way 

choose any two vertices from  .,, 321 xxx  Consider these vertices as one set. 

Clearly each vertex receives distinct codes i.e. distance between the vertex ix  

to the set S is distinct. Therefore set S is a resolving set. Now SV   set 

contains even vertices like  0x  and any one vertex from  .,, 321 xxx  SV   

is also connected. S is also outer connected resolving set. The minimum 

cardinality of outer connected resolving set is called as ocr-set of G, 

  .2dim Goc  

Theorem 4.4. The outer connected dimension of the identity graph of 

quaternion group neighborhood dimension is 3. 

Proof. Let graph G = identity graph of .3Q  

The vertex set of G is    .,,,,,,, 76543210 xxxxxxxxGV   

The edge set of G is    .71:,,, 7654320  ixxxxxxxxGE i  

Let  .GVS   If 1S  i.e. subset S can take any one of the vertex 

.10,  nixi  If this subset is consider each vertex has no distinct codes. 

Therefore S is not a resolving set. 

Continuing like this if .3S  The subset S is considered in such a way 

choose any three odd or even numbered vertices from  .,,,,, 765432 xxxxxx  
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Consider these vertices as one set. Clearly each vertex receives distinct codes 

i.e. distance between the vertex ix  to the set S is distinct. Therefore set S is a 

resolving set. Now SV   set contains vertices like  10, xx  and any three 

even or odd numbered vertex accordingly as set S is chosen. 

SV   is also connected. S is also outer connected resolving set. The 

minimum cardinality of outer connected resolving set is called as ocr-set of G, 

  .3dim Goc  

5. Neighbourhood Dimension of Some Identity Graph of Finite Group 

Theorem 5.1. For identity graph  nnZ ,  for 3n  odd number has 

neighborhood dimension as   .
2

1


n
Gnmd  

Proof. Let graph  nnZG  ,  for 3n  odd number 

 The vertex set of G is      ,,,,,1,,2,1,0

2

1210  nxxxxnGV    

.,, 1

2

1  nn xx    

The edge set of G is    ,,,,,

2

1

2

122110  nnnni xxxxxxxxGE   

.11  ni  

    .
2

33
,




n
GEnGV   

Let  .GVS   If 1S  i.e. subset S can take any one of the vertex 

.10,  nixi  If this subset is consider each vertex has no distinct codes. 

Therefore S is not a resolving set. 

If 2S  i.e. subset S can take any of the vertex   jixx ji ,,  

.1,0  nji  If this subset is consider each vertex has no distinct codes. 

Therefore S is not a resolving set. 

Continuing like this if .
2

1


n
S  The subset S is considered in such a 
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way choose the vertex 0x  and 
2

1n
 odd vertices like  .,, 31 xx  Consider 

these vertices as one set. Clearly each vertex receives distinct codes i.e. 

distance between the vertex ix  to the set S is distinct. Therefore set S is a 

resolving set. And   .GsNSs   S is also a neighborhood set. Also set S is 

of minimum cardinality of neighborhood resolving set of graph G. The 

cardinality of S is called as neighborhood metric dimension of G, 

  .
2

1


n
Gnmd  

Theorem 5.2. For the identity graph  nnZ ,  for 4n  even number 

has neighborhood dimension to be   .
2

n
Gnmd   

Proof. Let graph  nnZG  ,  for 4n  even number. 

The vertex set of G is      ,,,,,,1,,2,1,0 2210  nxxxxnGV   

.1nx  

The edge set of G is    11,,,, 22110   nixxxxxxGE nni    

    .
2

33
,




n
GEnGV  

Let  .GVS   If 1S  i.e. subset S can take any one of the vertex 

.10,  nixi  If this subset is consider each vertex has no distinct codes. 

Therefore S is not a resolving set. 

If 2S  i.e. subset S can take any of the vertex   jixx ji ,,  

.1,0  nji  If this subset is consider each vertex has no distinct codes. 

Therefore S is not a resolving set. 

Continuing like this if .
2

n
S   The subset S is considered in such a way 

choose the vertex 0x  and 
2

2n
 odd vertices like  .,,, 231 nxxx   Consider 

these vertices as one set. Clearly each vertex receives distinct codes i.e. 

distance between the vertex ix  to the set S is distinct. Therefore set S is a 

resolving set. And   .GsNSs   S is also a neighborhood set. Also set S is 
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of minimum cardinality of neighborhood resolving set of graph G. The 

cardinality of S is called as neighborhood metric dimension of G, 

  .
2

n
Gnmd   

Theorem 5.3. The neighborhood dimension for the identity graph of 

klein-4 group under composition is 3. 

Proof. Let graph G = Identity graph of Klein-4 group  

The vertex set of G is      .,,,,,, 3210 abbaexxxxGV   

The edge set of G is    .310  ixxGE i  

Let  .GVS   If 1S  i.e. subset S can take any one of the vertex 

.10,  nixi  If this subset is consider each vertex has no distinct codes. 

Therefore S is not a resolving set. 

Continuing like this if .3S  The subset S is considered in such a way 

choose the vertex 0x  and any two vertices from  .,, 321 xxx  Consider these 

vertices as one set. Clearly each vertex receives distinct codes i.e. distance 

between the vertex ix  to the set S is distinct. Therefore set S is a resolving 

set. And   .GsNSs   S is also a neighborhood set. Also set S is of 

minimum cardinality of neighborhood resolving set of graph G. The 

cardinality of S is called as neighborhood metric dimension of G,  

  .3Gnmd  

Theorem 5.4. For the identity graph of quaternion group neighborhood 

dimension is 4. 

Proof. Let graph G = identity graph of .8Q  

The vertex set of G is    .,,,,,,, 76543210 xxxxxxxxGV    

The edge set of G is    .71:,,, 7654320  ixxxxxxxxGE i  

Let  .GVS   If 1S  i.e. subset S can take any one of the vertex 

.10,  nixi  If this subset is consider each vertex has no distinct codes. 

Therefore S is not a resolving set. 
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Continuing like this if .4S  The subset S is considered in such a way 

choose the vertex 0x  and any three odd or even numbered vertices from 

 .,,,,, 654321 xxxxxx  Consider these vertices as one set. Clearly each 

vertex receives distinct codes i.e. distance between the vertex ix  to the set S 

is distinct. Therefore set S is a resolving set. And   .GsNSs   S is also a 

neighbourhood set. Also set S is of minimum cardinality of neighborhood 

resolving set of graph G. The cardinality of S is called as neighborhood metric 

dimension of G,   .4Gnmd  
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